Technical Surveillance Counter Measures (TSCM)
The FBI claims to be aware of attempted theft of trade secrets and other intellectual property in 23
countries, and it claims that US companies combined are losing about $2 billion a month to corporate
espionage resulting from phone tapping and other forms of illegal eavesdropping. In these hard
economic times, information theft is a booming business and cannot only destabilize your business, but
your personal life as well.
Knowledge is not only power, it’s information. One of the most valuable commodities any person or organization
has is it's proprietary information. Whether it's a corporate deal or a divorce; with today's technology, audio, video
and computer "bugging" is getting easier and easier to do.
Your information has value, and to claim it as proprietary, you must legally protect it. You place locks on your
door, passwords on your computer - why not secure the environment where your information flows? Protecting
your profit center and its secrets is essential. The value inherent in this information can affect your organizations'
bottom line, public image, litigation and ownership of intellectual property. When defending your secrets, your
electronic eavesdropping detection due diligence will show your desire to protect them and show their worth.
In Nevada as in most states, you need to be a licensed Private Investigator to conduct theses counter
eavesdropping sweeps. We are licensed to do so, which allows us to do compete consulting work while
protecting your interests. We operate the latest REI counter-eavesdropping equipment and can ensure complete
confidentiality. We specialize in locating and neutralizing surreptitious devices and nefarious personnel. It's a
simple matter for an antagonistic employee or enemy, to buy an effective transmitter or ‘bugging’ device. Cheap,
yet effective, audio and video devices are easily planted in boardrooms, computers, executive offices, vehicles
and homes. After all, it’s your business and it should stay your business.

Secure Conference Room Service
This service is tailored made to Las Vegas and it's many conference and meeting locations. Whether its the legal
board rooms or the stop over suites, we will come to your location, conference room, hotel suite or meeting area,
scan and secure it electronically, set up a acoustic noise generators and monitor the signals environment during
the duration of the meeting, ensuring your information remains secure.
As an Air Force Electronic Warfare Officer, Mr. Jones has been government trained and is a REI Certified
Specialist in the detection and location of eavesdropping devices, otherwise known as Technical Surveillance
Counter Measures.
Trained by the leading TSCM Company in the world - Research Electronics International, we are trained to the
same specifications and employ the same techniques used by government. We can come to your place of
business, perform a vulnerability analysis and provide you with an immediate estimate. Our fees are competitive
and reasonable. Call our offices for a comprehensive quote.
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